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Abstract—An infinite reflectarray antenna in the X-band frequency
range has been designed, and various slot configurations have been
proposed to optimize the design of reconfigurable reflectarray antennas
in the X-band frequency range. It has been demonstrated that
the introduction of slots in the patch element causes a decrease in
the maximum surface current density (J) and electric field intensity
(E) and hence causes a variation in the resonant frequency of the
reflectarray. Waveguide simulator technique has been used to represent
infinite reflectarrays with a two patch unit cell element and scattering
parameter measurements have been carried out using vector network
analyzer. A change in resonant frequency from 10 GHz to 8.3 GHz has
been shown for a slot width of 0.5W (W is the width of patch element)
as compared to patch element without slot. Furthermore, a maximum
attainable dynamic phase range of 314◦ has been achieved by using
slots in the patch element constructed on a 0.508 mm thick substrate
with a maximum surface current density (J) of 113 A/m and electric
field intensity (E) of 14 kV/m for 0.5W slot in the patch element.
1. INTRODUCTION
Reflectarray is a high gain antenna proposed as an alternative to the
bulky parabolic and expensive phased array antennas in 1963 [1].
However, it acquired the attention of the world after the concept
of microstrip reflectarrays introduced in 1991 [2]. A microstrip
reflectarray consists of an array of microstrip patch elements printed
on a dielectric substrate. The individual elements of the reflectarray
are designed to scatter the incident field with proper phase required
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to form a planar phase surface in front of the periodic array of the
aperture [3]. The design techniques commonly used such as identical
patches of variable-length stubs [4], square patches of variable sizes [5],
and identical planar elements of variable rotation [6] offer a very high
efficiency for a very large aperture to be tilted in a large angle. All the
above mentioned techniques are used to introduce a small change in
the resonant frequency of the individual patch element and hence cause
a progressive phase distribution of the reflectarray antenna ranging up
to 360◦ [7]. In this work different slot configurations in the patches
of the reflectarray designed at 10 GHz are introduced to achieve a
progressive phase distribution using fixed patch size with variable slot
dimensions. It has been demonstrated that the introduction of slots in
the patch element can alter the resonant frequency of the reflectarray
and hence can be used for frequency tuning of reflectarray antennas.
Different types of slot configurations have been employed for operation
in the X-band frequency range and the slot dimensions have been
varied. This affects the electrical dimensions and the surface current
distributions on the patch elements and hence produces a change in the
resonant frequency and reflection phase of a reflectarray. It has been
demonstrated in [8] that the limited phase range of microstrip antenna
elements reduces the operational bandwidth of reflectarray. In this
work the static linear phase range [9] obtained for slot configurations
is compared with some of the previous works. It has been observed
that the design of slot configurations proposed in this work gives
an additional advantage of improved bandwidth performance with
an increased phase range and a reduction in the phase errors when
compared with other design techniques.
2. BASIC DESIGN
Commercially available computer model of CST Microwave Studio has
been used to design a unit cell patch element with proper boundary
conditions in order to analyze the scattering parameters of an infinite
reflectarray. Initially a reflectarray with rectangular patch element is
designed to resonate at 10 GHz using Rogers RT/Duroid 5880 (εr = 2.2
and tan δ = 0.0010) as a substrate with thickness of 0.508 mm. Then
different types of slot configurations are introduced in the patch
element and the effect on the performance of the reflectarray was
observed. The direction of port excitation and surface currents on
a patch without slot is shown in Figure 1. It can be observed from
Figure 1 that the maximum current on the surface of the patch occurs
in the centre of the length of patch when the electric field is excited in
the Y -direction.
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Figure 1. A reflectarray unit cell surface currents.
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Figure 2. Surface current distribution on a patch element.
Without slot. (b) With a rectangular slot.
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3. SLOTS IN THE PATCH ELEMENT
3.1. Theoretical Analysis
The phenomenon of the occurrence of maximum current in the centre of
the patch element is shown in Figure 2(a) by simulating the reflectarray
in commercially available computer model of CST Microwave Studio.
In Figure 2(b), it has been clearly shown that the current on the surface
of the patch element is significantly modified by the introduction of
rectangular slot in the patch element. This variation in the surface
current density varies the electric field intensity on the patch element
and hence produces a change in the resonant frequency of the individual
element. A similar effect has been observed when a circular slot has
been introduced in the centre of the patch element.
The modification of the surface current distribution on the patch
element, shown in Figure 2, is due to the fact that the effective area of
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the conducting material (copper) is reduced because of the extraction
of slot from the patch element. This decreases the surface current
density (J) which furthermore reduces the amount of current (I)
according to Maxwell’s equations [10]. The reduction of surface current
density on the conducting material causes a decrease in the electric field
intensity as well. This results in an increase in the electrical dimensions
of the patch element and hence causes a decrease in resonant frequency.
3.2. Simulations
In order to observe the effect of introduction of slot configurations in
the patch element on the surface current density (J) and electric field
intensity (E), infinite reflectarrays designed in the X-band frequency
range have been simulated and the width of the slot W0 is varied from
0.1W to 0.6W while the length of the slot is kept constant at 0.125L.
Figure 3 shows the rectangular slots with variable width configuration
in the patch element.
The effect of variable width slots in the patch element on the
maximum surface current density (J) and maximum electric field
intensity (E) analyzed by Finite Integral Method (FIM) is shown
in Figure 4. As depicted in Figure 4, both surface current density
and electric field intensity decrease from 255 A/m to 113 A/m and
121 kV/m to 14 kV/m respectively by an increase in the width of
the slot configuration from 0.1W to 0.5W . The decrease in the
electrical field intensity has the effect of increasing the dielectric
constant. Consequently the resonant frequency of the patch element
decreases and reflection loss increases. In order to validate the results
obtained by CST MWS simulations, various slot configurations have
been introduced in the fabricated patch samples. The detailed analysis
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Figure 3. Rectangular slots with different widths in patch elements.
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Figure 4. Maximum surface current and electric field intensity for
different patch widths at resonant frequency.
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Figure 5. Geometry of two patch element reflectarray (a) top view
and (b) side view (c) waveguide simulator for simulating an infinite
array.
carried out using waveguide measurements with variable width slots in
the patch element and a circular slot configuration in the centre of
patch element is explained in the following section.
4. MEASUREMENTS AND COMPARISONS FOR
DIFFERENT SLOT CONFIGURATIONS IN THE PATCH
ELEMENT
Waveguide simulators can be used to represent infinite reflectarrays
using a unit cell patch element [11]. In this work, two patch element
unit cell reflectarray as shown in Figure 5(a) and Figure 5(b) has
been designed to represent infinite reflectarrays using the waveguide
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simulator technique. The two patch elements of identical size have
been used in order to consider the effects of mutual coupling where
the interelement spacing d is kept at half wavelength to minimize the
grating lobes [12]. Figure 5(c) shows the structure of a waveguide
simulator where, electric fields are excited in the Y -direction which
creates E-walls on the upper and lower walls in the cavity of waveguide
simulator. Consequently H-walls are created on the left and right walls
of the inner cavity of waveguide simulator.
Dielectric substrate of Rogers 5880 (εr = 2.2 and tan δ = 0.001)
has been used to design two patch element unit cell reflectarrays,
resonating in the X-band frequency range, with substrate thickness
of 0.508 mm and different slot configurations embedded in the patch
elements as shown in Figure 6(a). In order to carry out the scattering
parameter measurements, two patch element unit cell has been inserted
into the aperture of the wave guide which is connected to the vector
network analyzer using a waveguide to coax adapter as shown in
Figure 6(b).
The fabricated samples include the patch elements with a circular
slot in the centre of patch with a radius of 3 mm and rectangular slots
in which the width varies from 0.3W to 0.6W while the length is kept
constant at 0.125W . In the case of 0.6W × 0.125L slot, the resonant
frequency is observed to exceed the X-band frequency range and
therefore the waveguide designed for X-band frequency range can not
be used for the scattering parameter measurements of 0.6W sample.
For that reason fabricated samples with width varying from 0.3W
to 0.5W are used for measurements. The purpose of performing the
scattering parameters measurements of a circular slot was to practically
validate the change in the resonant frequency by the introduction of
Vector Network Analyzer

Waveguide Simulator

Reflectarray element cells in the aperture
of waveguide

(a)

(b)

Figure 6. (a) Fabricated samples of reflectarrays with different
slot configurations. (b) Measurement setup for scattering parameters
measurements.
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Figure 7. Simulated and measured reflection loss for 3 mm Circular
slot.
the circular slot in the centre of the patch element. Figure 7 shows
the measured and simulated reflection loss for 3 mm circular slots in
the centre of patch and reflection loss for a patch without slot. A clear
change in the resonant frequency can be observed from the comparison
of the two configurations. Furthermore it is also shown that the
measured reflection loss is higher than the simulated reflection loss.
The discrepancy in the measured and simulated reflection loss can be
attributed to the losses introduced by the interconnections of cables,
connectors and waveguide.
Measured and simulated reflection phase plots for 3 mm circular
slot and a patch without slot are shown in Figure 8. It can be observed
from Figure 8 that the slopes of the simulated reflection phases are
almost same but the difference in the measured reflection phases of
both the curves is easily noticeable. This occurred because of the
difference in the measured reflection losses as depicted in Figure 7.
The detailed analysis for different widths of rectangular is also carried
out as demonstrated below.
Figure 9 shows the measured and simulated reflection loss curves
for different values of rectangular slots embedded into the patch. The
width of the slot is varied from 0.3W to 0.5W and the change in
resonant frequency was observed to vary from 9.64 GHz to 8.3 GHz
while the reflectarray with patch without slot is shown to resonate at
10 GHz. Moreover, despite of the differences in the reflection losses
due to the interconnections, the trend of the loss performance of both
measured and simulated reflectarrays is identical. The reason that
can justify the change in the resonant frequency and loss performance
of different materials is that by the introduction of slots with different
widths, the electrical length and the current distribution on the surface
of the patch can be varied as explained in Section 3.1.
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Figure 8. Simulated and measured reflection phase for 3 mm Circular
slot.
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Figure 9. Simulated and measured reflection loss for different widths
of rectangular slots.
The variation in the reflection phase of the reflectarrays with
different width of slots in the patch element is shown in Figure 10. It
can be observed from Figure 10 that both the measured and simulated
reflection phase curves are in good agreement with each other. The
slight difference that can be observed in the measured and simulated
reflection phases is due to the differences in the loss performance of
measured and simulated reflectarrays. Moreover it can be observed
from Figure 10 that the slope of the reflection phase curve defined as a
figure of merit (FOM) for bandwidth in [13] increases from 0.334◦ /MHz
to 0.588◦ /MHz as the width of the slot is increased from 0.3W to 0.5W
showing a degradation in the bandwidth performance. This effect can
be attributed to the increased reflection loss from 1.5 dB to 4.2 dB
with increasing slot width as depicted in Figure 9. As a figure of
merit, dynamic phase range (DPR) has been defined as the difference
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Figure 10. Simulated and measured reflection phase for different
widths of rectangular slots.
Table 1. Dynamic phase range (DPR) and % volume reduction for
different width of slot configurations in patch element.

DPR

0.3W

0.35W

0.4W

0.45W

0.5W

×0.125L

×0.125L

×0.125L

×0.125L

×0.125L

Measured

120◦

210◦

235◦

295◦

314◦

Simulated

◦

◦

◦

◦

319◦

Volume Reduction

122

5.85%

207

233

8.08%

14.89%

291

19.6%

24.36%

in the reflection phase variation curves (∆Ød ) without slot and with
a particular slot at the mean frequency of two curves as shown in
Figure 11.
The summary of the measured and simulated dynamic phase
ranges for different lengths of slot configurations is shown in Table 1. It
can be observed from Table 1 that a measured dynamic phase range of
120◦ to 314◦ is achievable with a variation of slot width from 0.3W to
0.5W which shows the feasibility of using slot configurations to achieve
a dynamic phase tuning control of a reflectarray antenna. Furthermore
the possibility of reducing the volume of a unit cell patch element in a
reflectarray designed at 10 GHz has also been demonstrated in Table 1
where, a maximum reduction of 24.36% in the volume of the patch is
shown for slot of 0.5W × 0.125L. Therefore, a larger number of patch
elements can be used to design a reflectarray without varying its overall
aperture dimensions.
In order to compare the results of the reflection phase plots
produced in this work, static linear phase range (∆Øs ) as shown in
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Figure 12 has been used. It was observed that the previous studies [14,
15] which proposed the slots in the ground plane demonstrated a
simulated static linear phase range of 180◦ and 210◦ respectively for
single layer structures. A measured static linear phase range of 190◦
has also been reported for a structure of reflectarray having slots in
the patch element [16]. The results depicted in Figure 12 demonstrate
that an increased measured static linear phase range of 230◦ is achieved
using slots of variable width in the patch element. Therefore due to
the increased attainable static linear phase range, the contribution of
phase errors in the reduction of bandwidth of a reflectarray can be
minimized by using the proposed slot configurations.
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Figure 11. Dynamic phase range for 0.5W × 0.125L rectangular slot.
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Figure 12. Measured phase shift versus slot size curve.
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5. CONCLUSION
Various slot configurations have been introduced in the patch
element for the performance improvement of reflectarray antennas
designed in the X-band frequency range, and the scattering parameter
measurements of slot configurations have been carried out. A change
in resonant frequency from 10 GHz to 8.3 GHz has been demonstrated
for a slot width of 0.5W as compared to patch element without slot
and the possibility of achieving a dynamic phase range up to 314◦ is
also demonstrated by waveguide measurements of infinite reflectarrays.
From the measurements of the slot configurations in the patch element,
it can be concluded that different type of slot configurations can be
employed for the miniaturization of the reflectarrays as a wide range
of resonant frequencies can be achieved without varying the size of
the patch element. An increased static linear phase range of 230◦ is
achieved when the slot is introduced in the patch element. Moreover
the reduction in the phase errors produced by the limited phase range
and the possibility of designing a reflectarray with a 24.36% reduced
volume of patch is also shown when a slot width of 0.5W × 0.125L
is introduced in the patch element. In future the dynamic phase,
demonstrated in this work can be utilized do design electronically
controllable reflectarrays with progressive phase distribution.
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